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A learning path was developed for plant phenotyping and plant 
genomic data management in the frame of the ELIXIR CONVERGE 
project as a way to analyse the training gaps in this area and to the 
improve training resources of the plant Science Community. 

A learning path is a collection of courses that need to be followed 
in a specific order to acquire knowledge and skills on a precise 
domain. This work has been achieved during the 2022 ELIXIR 
BioHackathon, in which the ELIXIR training platform was testing a 
template that can be used to develop new learning paths.

Existing training material found in TeSS (Training eSupport 
System) or gathered by the ELIXIR plant community was then 
mapped on the learning path in order to identify gaps to be 
addressed. 
The FAIRness of each training material gathered has been  
assessed following criteria derived from Garcia et al. (2020) Ten 
simple rules for making training materials FAIR 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007854. As a conclusion a 
FAIR score has been assigned to each training material based on 
these criteria 

FAIR essentials Plant phenotyping experiment Omics experimentsPlant biological material

Basics of the FAIR 
principles (1)

Introduction to MCPD 
AND MIAPPE (7)

Introduction to 
MIAPPE, ISA, Crop 

Ontology (10)

Introduction to 
existing omics 

metadata standards 
(14)

Hands on omics 
metadata and 

standards: 
sequencing, 

transcriptome,… (15)

BioSamples (9)

Bloom’s 
(cognitive) levels

remember 
(recall or reiterate 
information), 
understand 
(demonstrate 
understanding of 
facts), apply 
(apply knowledge to 
real/new situations) 

apply
(apply knowledge 
to real/new 
situations), 
analyse
(resolve ideas into 
simple parts, 
identify patterns), 
synthesise
(pull ideas into a 
coherent whole, 
create new ideas)

synthesise
(pull ideas into a 
coherent whole, 
create new ideas), 
evaluate
(make and defend 
judgments, assess 
theories and 
outcomes)

Engages with given 
problems, with 

known solutions, 
learning how to 

analyse them; 
can use and applies 

given tools as 
instructed. 

(undergraduate, 
early Master’s level)

Fluent scientist, who 
can choose and apply 

methods to given 
problems, analyse 

and interpret data, 
identify basic 

limitations, and 
contextualise results; 

doesn’t generate new 
problems; seeks 

guidance to improve 
performance 

(PhD/early postdoc)

from Proficient 
scientist 

(contributes to 
problem 

formulation) to 
Independent 

scientist (expert in 
critical evaluation; 

can develop new 
methods)

(career postdoc, PI)

Stages

beginner

intermediate

advanced

Focus on identifiers 
(2)

Focus on ontologies 
and metadata (3)

Hands on plant 
phenotyping 

experiment metadata: 
MIAPPE standard (11)

Plant phenotyping 
related ontologies 
and vocabularies : 

Crop Ontology, Plant 
Ontology,… (12)

FAIRsharing, bio.tools, 
re3data (4)

e!DAL, 
recherche.data.gouv, 

BioData, zenodo, 
dataverse (6)

ENA, EVA, PRIDE, 
MetaboLight, 

Bioproject, data 
brokering tools (16)

PHIS, COPO, 
FAIRDOM/Seek, 

MIAPPE@dataverse 
(recherche.data.gouv, 

BioData) (13)

How to publish your 
data (5) FAIR LP

Omic LP

Phenomic LP

Basic LP

Hands on collection of 
plant material and 

sample metadata (8)

Learning path for plant phenotyping and plant genomic data management targeting researchers and data managers specialised in 
plant research

1. Identify the domain 
and the target audience

2. Identify areas within this domain which need 
to be covered during the learning path

4. Connect topics based on 
prerequisites with an arrow

3. Identify topics which can be mapped on the areas and 
define their stages and their Bloom’s (cognitive) levels

5. Identify start points (without incoming arrow) 
and end points (without outgoing arrow)

6. Annotate learning outcomes that represents 
the overall outcome of each end point

Learning outcomes examples:

● retrieve metadata for the 

biological materials of their 

interest

● publish MIAPPE compliant 

metadata on phenotyping 

experiments in the 

recommended databases

● create new ontologies on 

CropOntology for their 

projects

● retrieve metadata on omics 

experiments

● use appropriate tools to 

version their metadata 

curation before publication

Training No. of 
training 
found

FAIR 
score

Training No. of 
training 
found

FAIR 
score

Training No. of 
training 
found

FAIR 
score

Training No. of 
training 
found

FAIR 
score

(1) 4 [12-14]/17 (5) 2 [7.5-15]/17 (9) 1 6.5/17 (13) 1 6.5/17

(2) 3 [8-11]/17 (6) 1 12/17 (10) 1 5.5/17 (14) 0

(3) 2 13/17 (7) 3 [5-12]/17 (11) 1 8/17 (15) 0

(4) 2 [4-13]/17 (8) 0 (12) 1 7/17 (16) 6 [4.5-8]/17
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Mapping of training materials on the learning path. Numbers in brackets represent topics on the learning path above with each 
colour covering a precise domain. The FAIR score is assessed on 17 criteria and intervals are given when multiple training 

materials are mapped to the topic (from lowest to highest score). This mapping highlights the topics which are not covered as 
much as the others in terms of training material (e.g. topic (1) is mapped to 4 training materials and topic (8) is not covered by any 

training material) but also the fluctuation between topics in terms of FAIR score (topics on the FAIR essentials domain have 
higher FAIR scores than other domain’s topic).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007854

